
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER I 
 
 

THE MULTIVOCAL PRIMARY RECORD 
 
 

 
The sheer size of the extant record of the Ming-Qing conflict is historically significant.  
At some risk, let me begin not only with numbers but with crude ones: the selective 
bibliography of the best nongovernmental primary and contemporaneous secondary 
sources of the Ming-Qing conflict, exclusively defined in part two of this monograph 
(categories I and II), lists 199 Chinese works and collections as main or subsidiary items 
(leaving aside archival and inscriptional sources) for just the period 1644–1662 (nineteen 
years). Those were written or compiled by probably 170 different persons, giving 9.7 
author-works per year. Let us first compare that with the extant record of the previous 
instance of long-term, widespread disruption in China, the Yuan-Ming transition, 
including not only the Ming expulsion of the Mongols but also the Chinese internecine 
wars that ended in victory for the Ming founder Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋, during a 
considerably longer period, 1355–1388 (thirty-four years). Privileging the Yuan-Ming 
record with inclusiveness, I still find only 17 nongovernmental works by 15 different 
authors (or .47 author-works per year).i Of course, the Yuan-Ming transition is three 
centuries more remote in time than that of Ming-to-Qing, so greater losses to the record 
are to be expected. On the other hand, writings from that earlier case were not subjected 
during Ming times to publication restrictions, prohibitions, and other state interferences to 
nearly the extent that was reached under Qing rule. The contrast is stark even when one 
considers that the population of China more than doubled from early-Ming to late-Ming 
and early-Qing times. Using figures that are widely accepted for the late fourteenth (60.5 
million) and late seventeenth (150 million) centuries,ii

Also instructive is a comparison forward in time to the next instance in which most 
of the provinces of China were heavily damaged, with enormous attendant loss of life, 
when “false” governments were established—and extinguished only with difficulty—in 
major population centers, and when writings by the queue-less losers were sanguinely 
sought and destroyed: the Taiping Rebellion of 1850–18 64 (fifteen years). A qualittively 
inclusive count of the titles in the Taiping tianguo ziliao mulu 太平天國資料目錄 that 
appear comparable with those counted in part two (categories I and II) of this monograph 

 simple division yields 1 surviving 
author-work per year for every 128.72 million people in the early Ming compared to 1 for 
every 15.46 million in the early Qing. Regardless of how one weighs the variables, an 
epochal increase in “vocality” is obvious. 
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yields 308 works (including maps) by probably 300 different authors and compilers (or 
20.27 author-works per year).iii When one considers that those were generated only one 
century before the Taiping bibliography was compiled, from a population that, again at its 
post-disaster recovery level, was two and one-half times larger (380 million) than in the 
early Qing,iv

Though the derivation of these figures cannot be made precise, the relative levels of 
magnitude are clear. It is an arresting fact that a little-known tutor of few means, working 
in a rural area of a Yangzi Delta county during the years 1666–1671, utilized at least 
sixty-eight verifiable works or nonbook written items in composing two private histories 
of the end of the Ming.

 the size of the Ming-to-Qing record is still the more impressive. The 
seventeenth-century case gave us 1 surviving author-work per year for 15.46 million 
people; the nineteenth-century case gives us 1 for about 18.74 million. 

v The vocality in writing of the Chinese populace during the entire 
imperial era may never have been so great as it was in the early and middle seventeenth 
century.vi

Moreover, the writings in question very often appeared in print, and with notable 
speed. This is especially true in the phase before the Qing seizure of the Jiangnan region, 
when a greater proportion of writings on the Ming-Qing conflict were by officials (i.e., 
men of means) and before the publication of expressions and information invidious 
toward the Manchus and their collaborators became hazardous. For instance, the pow-
erful regional commander of Fujian Province, the moghul of southeastern Chinese 
maritime trade, Zheng Zhilong, was awarded an earlship by the Hongguang court in 
Nanjing in the late 8th month of 1644. Between then and his further promotion in the 
early 3rd month of 1645, Zheng’s subordinates published under his name an impressively 
large (48 j.) compendium of military knowledge (see I.F.6), apparently intended to elevate 
his profile at court. But such rapid publication was not just the prerogative of the highly 
placed. Let us look at some other cases: General Mao Wenlong was executed (un-justly 
or unwisely in many eyes) on remote Pi Island 皮島 off the Liaodong border with Korea 
in the 6th month of 1629. By the 12th month of that same year, one of Mao’s fellow 
landsmen in his home prefecture, Hangzhou, in Zhejiang Province, had received copies of 
two publications justifying that execution, which moved him to write a rebuttal in Mao’s 
posthumous defense (see I.A.11 and I.A.37). Also, Beijing was penetrated and seized by 
the rebel forces of Li Zicheng 李自成 in the middle 3rd month of 1644. Re-liable 
information on those events was not received by high officials in Nanjing until almost 
three weeks afterward. But Yao Tinglin, a denizen of Shanghai, tells us: 

 

In less than two months [I saw] for sale a copy of “Stories about Eradicating the 
Rebel Prince [Li Zicheng],” which told all about the loss of the capital, how the 
former emperor put the empress and princesses to the sword with his own hand, how 
he went out Qi Gate and hanged himself [at the foot of] Coal Hill, about the tra-
gedies of those who died loyally in the catastrophe, and the ignominy of those who, 
fearing for their lives, surrendered to the barbarians or the rebels but were tortured 
and beaten nonetheless.vii

So it is not surprising that by the time Adviser to the Heir Apparent Yang Shicong 
was able to extricate himself from Beijing and make it to the southern capital in the 8th 
month of 1644, he found that numerous faulty critiques of the behavior of Beijing 
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officials under rebel pressures already had been published in Nanjing. Yang could not 
refrain, he tells us, from writing out a true account, particularly of his own actions.  “I’ve 
used the term ‘verification of the truth’ to title my account because of the inaccuracies of 
the publishers,” he protestingly explains. 

By and large, the publishing houses use southern persons to record northern affairs.  
Things get so turned around in passing from ear to ear that totally unrelated matters 
are combined. Their lack of veracity is a natural consequence.… When the national 
tragedy [the loss of Beijing] occurred, there was a competition for news. When they 
got a story, they wrote it up with indiscriminate haste. So when such stories were 
published many had lacunae, errors, and inversions [of the truth].viii

The informants who fed the presses in Nanjing might have been more accurate had it 
not been for the interruption of a certain government function, the issuance of dibao 邸報 
(what Westerners later called the “Peking Gazette”), use of which for private historical 
scholarship reached a phenomenal level in the early and middle seventeenth century. 
During the Ming and Qing periods, dibao were referred to by a number of colloquial 
terms,

 

ix probably because these booklets of daily governmental information were not 
titled. Briefly, they were copies from the documents that constituted the business of the 
most central of the central-government organs, as released by the Offices of Scrutiny for 
the Six Ministries—edicts, memorials, and postings of appointments, promotions, 
demotions, etc.x The dibao system had been established in the Northern Song (960–
1127), when a single, central agency made uniform copies for transmission to the circuit 
and prefectural offices.xi In Ming times, the copying and transmission process was more 
decentralized, each provincial-, prefectural-, and county-level yamen being responsible 
for having its own copies made and delivered.xii This lightened central-government 
expenditures and duties and resulted in more copies being made nationwide, but it also 
increased the incidences of miscopying and fraudulent transmission. And it made even 
more ineradicable, especially in times of heated internecine dissension, the unlawful 
practice of transmitting from within the official circulatory system sheets called xiaobao 
小報, which carried items that were not authorized, not yet authorized, or adulterated.xiii

Strictly speaking, dibao were only for official use, but nonofficials increasingly 
found access to their contents—reading or copying from them while visiting or serving as 
personal secretaries to officials, paying fees to yamen clerks to copy certain kinds of 
items, etc. Around the 1560s and 1570s, we find the first evidence both of an individual 
keeping a large personal collection of dibao and the excerpting of dibao for sale to the 
public by local news entrepreneurs.

 

xiv

Dibao were not supposed to contain information that might affect national or 
dynastic security. This usually meant military intelligence, news of impending arrests, and 
other matters that might embarrass or damage the ruling group,

 Though the latter practice was regarded with 
distrust by the court, it generally was tolerated so long as the news so disseminated was 
authorized, accurate, and not inflammatory. 

xv but certain reports by 
the Astronomy Bureau, for instance, also were to be kept confidential. No document that 
had not been deliberated upon by the grand secretaries, rescripted by the emperor, and ap-
proved for “copying out” 傳鈔 was supposed to be transmitted. Grand Secretariat 
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controls on the contents of dibao were undermined, however, in the Wanli period (1573–
1620). Because the emperor simply failed to act on so many memorials, their contents 
came to be copied out for the dibao before they were sent up from the Office of Trans-
mission rather than properly after they had been deliberated upon and rescripted. This 
prior copying out proved difficult to curb, especially in the highly charged partisan 
atmosphere of the day as the appetite for political news burgeoned among officials and 
nonofficials alike. Only when security threats from roving rebels and Manchus grew more 
worrisome in the Tianqi and especially the Chongzhen reign periods (1621–1627 and 
1628–1644, resp.) was imperial control effectively reasserted over dibao contents.xvi

Nevertheless, countrywide demand for dibao grew relentlessly, and that demand was 
not just a matter of curiosity. People were agitated, outraged, fearful, and eager for infor-
mation to use in asserting their own views or protecting their own interests, for the 
present or for posterity. Simply in the course of inquiry on the restricted topic of the 
Ming-Qing conflict, I have run across twenty-one historical works (by apparently twenty 
different author-compilers) that were based wholly or partly on individuals’ collections of 
dibao from the Wanli through the Hongguang (1644–1645) reign period.

xviii

 

xvii These works 
often clearly were intended to reveal what the authors expected would be suppressed or to 
correct or preempt what they felt were, or surely would be, distorted official versions of 
current events.  

Reasons for the abrupt cessation of this kind of source use can be surmised for the 
short term. On the Ming side, evidence of the issuance of dibao by the Longwu (1645–
1646) and Yongli (1647–1661) courts in Fujian and Liang-Guang is definite but slight—
probably only the most important officials received copies. And the earliest evidence I 
have seen of Qing issuance of dibao to officials below the highest ministerial level is 
from 1660.

Their use of information from the government itself to publicly (often 
in print) challenge contemporary official interpretations is a phenomenon the recurrence 
of which I am unaware of in the dynastic era. 

xix This confirms my general impression of very strict Qing information 
control, even within the government’s own ranks, until major resistance had been quelled 
or expelled (see p. 15). So during the Shunzhi period there were scarcely any dibao to be 
collected, by historians or anyone else. Even if such information were available, however, 
the conquest situation made both the divulgence of court business and comment on that 
business unwise. (Well-educated people [shi 士], not to mention others, were formally 
prohibited from openly discussing current politics in 1659.)xx

In the longer run, it is clear that the middle-Qing rulers were much more vigilant 
about what went into dibao, and about keeping the contents unadulterated, than their 
Ming counterparts had been. Restriction and manipulation of dibao content at its source, 
the emperor and his top advisers, was made easier by such institutional developments as 
the palace memorial system, the “court letter” 廷寄, and the Grand Council, which all 
functioned outside the dibao loop. And the sheer volume of documents that circulated 
daily throughout the Qing court became so great that it was feasible to use only shrinking 
percentages of them in dibao.

 

xxi On the other hand, commercial newspaper 
establishments (gongbao fang 公報房), which appeared in provincial capitals and major 
centers of scholar-official activity in late Ming times, proliferated greatly during the Qing 
while coming more and more under government supervision. They were fully legalized in 
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1756, but thereafter the contents of the official news they were allowed to print became 
more standardized, differing little from place to place.

xxiii

xxii Thus, although the contents of 
dibao became more mundanely available, their value as historical source material 
probably declined.  By the late Qing, “most of the published documents served a 
didactic purpose”; through them people could “see what policies, behavior, and attitudes 
were condoned or condemned by the court.”xxiv

To what can we attribute the seventeenth century’s great vocality in writing?  
Certainly one cannot but suspect increases in literacy—its level and extent in the 
populace. This is a devilishly hard matter to pin down even in present-day societies, let 
alone in seventeenth-century China.

xxvii

 This is a far cry from the genuinely infor-
mational, often critical uses to which this kind of source was put in the late Ming. 

xxv Perforce we approach it mainly through the 
history of printing, that is, the production of reading materials for large audiences. 
Therein, it has become clear that, although woodblock printing had commenced in China 
at least by the seventh century and became “a fully developed and advanced art” in the 
Song period (960–1279), and although movable-type printing became common from late-
Yuan (1280–1367) through Ming times,xxvi an abrupt increase in the quantity, audience 
range, and price range of printed books occurred in the latter half of the sixteenth century. 
Ōki Yasushi has documented, through research in booklists and catalogs, an average of 
1.5 printed titles per year from Song/Jin through Yuan, increasing to 2.8 during the early 
Ming. In the middle sixteenth century (the Jiajing 嘉靖 and Longqing 乾隆 reigns, 
1522–1572), he finds a big jump, to an average of 13.7 titles, a peak of 20 per year during 
the Wanli reign period, and a high level of 14 per year through the remainder of the Ming 
dynasty to 1644.  

Ōki also shows how advances in print technology and a proliferation of private print-
ing houses accompanied the increased volume in publishing—which included a 
remarkable increase in fiction and practical works for middle-brow audiences.xxviii

Of course, printing does not tell the whole story of book 
consumption, since the wide availability and cheapness of scribal labor made the hand 
copying of books very common in China—much more so than in Europe or America—
down to the end of the dynastic era. But printed works provide a more visible gauge. 

 All 
this occurred concomitantly with a surge in commerce, a flourishing of material culture, 
and the appearance of figures who actively promoted reading and writing among common 
people, including women.xxix

[L]iteracy is above all a technology or set of techniques for communications and for 
decoding and reproducing written or printed materials: it cannot be taken as anything 
more or less. Similarly, despite the protestations of recent scholarship to the con-
trary, printing is also a technique or tool, a mechanical innovation. Neither writing 
nor printing alone is an “agent of change”; their impacts are determined by the 
manner in which human agency exploits them in a specific setting. Literacy must be 

 We probably are justified in assuming from this concat-
enation of trends that literacy—or, more precisely, literacies—improved and expanded to 
an unprecedented degree in the half-century before the advent of the Ming-Qing conflict. 
But increases in disposable income do not dictate that it will be disposed in buying or 
publishing books, and the ability to read or write does not mean that a person will do 
either. Despite recognized links among commerce, urbanization, and rises in certain 
limited kinds of literacy, there is no necessary causal sequence from prosperity to literacy 
to vocality in writing. 
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seen as a basis, a foundation, not as an end or conclusion. What follows from that 
foundation is perhaps a greater concern than literacy per se.xxx

In the Ming-Qing transition, we find human agents in a wide range of social 
situations, from grand secretaries to ordinary townsmen, exploiting their literacies and 
their culture’s ability to preserve and disseminate their words because they strongly felt 
they had something to say about momentous occurrences. Related to this may have been 
another salient feature of Chinese culture that developed from the middle sixteenth 
through the early seventeenth century: the propagation of ideas about the validity of the 
simple, “childlike” heart and mind and the “sageliness” of everyman, especially by 
adherents of the “left-wing” Taizhou 泰州 school of Wang Yangming 王陽明 thought, 
who aimed to elevate the self-esteem of ordinary people.

xxxii

 

xxxi This also may have been a 
factor in the greater social assertiveness of the lower classes in late Ming. Added to this 
was the development of large, interconnected “literary societies” such as the Donglin 東
林, Fushe 復社, and Jishe 幾社, one function of which was to assist the publication not 
only of members’ scholarship but also of their partisan political views until that practice 
also was banned in the early Qing.  

 

In any case, the cataclysmic events of the middle 
seventeenth century, which attended the fall of the Ming and its replacement by the Qing 
dynasty, impelled an unprecedented number of people to express themselves in writing. 

The result is a record of the Ming-Qing conflict that not only is very large but also is   
highly variegated and contentious. The variegations in that record, moreover, are multi-
dimensional across time and space, between the Ming side and the Qing side, between 
nonofficials and officials, and within officialdom, by position. 

First, time and space: There is a great difference in the nature of the record between 
the period “before [the Qing] entered [Shanhai] Pass” 入關前 in 1644 and the period 
after that. For one thing, in the earlier phase, upon transitions from one Ming reign to the 
next —that is, Wanli to Tianqi in 1619–1620 and Tianqi to Chongzhen in 1627–1628—
choruses of opinion arose concerning “Liao affairs” because of pent-up feelings that those 
affairs had been grossly neglected or mishandled and that certain persons involved in Liao 
affairs had been wronged during the previous reign. Hence, the time had come to put 
things back on track, redress wrongs, propose new policies, recommend new appoint-ees, 
and perhaps get (re)appointed oneself.xxxiii 

Aside from the several instances in the 1630s when Manchu-Qing raiding parties dis-
turbed populous, culturally sophisticated parts of North Zhili and Shandong, the Ming-
Qing conflict prior to 1644, though certainly cruel and bloody, affected mainly illiterate 
soldiers and the relatively small, culturally unsophisticated populations of Liaodong and 

An unrelieved series of scandals and “cases,” 
which had greatly destabilized the government from late Wanli through the less-than-one-
month Taichang reign (8th–9th mos., 1620), as well as the terrible persecutions of critics 
of eunuch rule that occurred during the Tianqi reign, had, in fact, severely ham-pered 
effective Ming measures in the Liao region. The bursts of advice, admonition, and 
indignation at the points of reign change show the levels of accumulated anxiety and 
desire for signs of positive change. After 1644, such distinct choruses were drowned in a 
general, continuous cacophony of alarm. 
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the northern border defense zones. Thus, the record is overwhelmingly official or by 
officials and their aides: collections of documents, bureau-compiled annals, individuals’ 
memorials, discursive accounts of terms of service or specific incidents, and so on.  Once 
the conflict moves wholly “inside the Pass,” and especially once it engulfs heavily 
populated, heavily literate, southeastern China, accounts by nonofficials and persons on 
the fringes of officialdom come to constitute a significant portion. Moreover, within that 
latter phase, “Ming-side” writings about the Hongguang court and developments in 
Jiangnan are especially numerous, surely because of the thick concentrations of 
population, high culture, and political leadership in the lower Yangzi region. As the 
theaters of violent conflict shift away from prosperous Jiangnan, Zhejiang, and Fujian 
into more remote and interior regions—Liang-Guang, Huguang, Sichuan, and Yun-Gui—
the testimony of nonofficials again becomes muted. 

On the “Qing side” during this same span of time: The earliest Latter Jin 後金/ Qing 
records—first in Manchu and then increasingly in Chinese—in several ways show an 
evolution in the ideologies of leadership and followership among the Manchus from their 
beginning as a group of minor border tribes to their rule of a vast empire.xxxiv The so-
called Jurchens of Jianzhou 建州女真, whom Nurhaci brought largely under his own 
sway during the years 1583–1616, were a poor people, few in number, who lived by 
means of bow hunting, gathering, trade in pelts and ginseng, some animal husbandry, and 
very limited agriculture. Chronically short of productive capacity in both resources and 
manpower, they were able to improve their lot significantly only by turning the skills of 
hunting and herding to the businesses of raiding, slave taking, and violently seizing or 
protecting the sources of and markets for their trade goods.xxxv

That culture included a “Turco-Mongolian tradition of the grand khan.” As explained 
succinctly by Joseph Fletcher, because those peoples’ need for supratribal leadership es-
sentially was a need for someone to lead combined forces in seizing booty, “social orga-
nization above the tribal level therefore came to be predicated on warfare.”xxxvi

xxxvii

 Thus, although they lived 
in the forests of far northeastern Eurasia, like their Tungusic predecessors in the Sungari 
region, they partook of the culture of mainly nomadic peoples of similarly subsistence-
level economies across the steppes of north-central Eurasia. 

 
Reflecting this, the “Old Manchu Records” (I.A.1.d), and the even more primary wooden 
field-report tablets (I.B.1.i), are heavily devoted to precisely recording the material and 
human spoils of various raids, battles, and campaigns and the division thereof among the 
participants. This was done according to distributional rationales that changed as the 
conditions of the Manchus and the nature of the challenge to their martial capacities 
changed.  To undergird his leadership, Nurhaci made relentless use of claims that the 
Ming had outraged him and his people in ways that, by anyone’s notion of honor, 
demanded vengeance (of course, in the form of raids on Ming territory and the seizure of 
Ming goods, animals, and useful people) and the severance of neighborly relations 
(epitomized in Nurhaci’s declaration of an independent Latter Jin state). At least by 
Hungtaiji’s reign, the variously recorded Manchu complaints against the Ming had 
become seven in number (the so-called qidahen 七大恨), which Giovanni Stary finds 
intriguingly similar to the traditional Chinese seven grounds for divorce. Moreover, from 
earlier versions in which the overbearing attitude and behavior of the Chinese state 
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toward nearby peoples was emphasized, later wordings of those complaints gradually 
came to stress, in terms more basic to Chinese values (and more attuned to Chinese 
rhetoric), alleged Ming failures to reciprocate the reasonable actions and good faith of 
Nurhaci and his followers.xxxviii 

These are subtle examples of the sinification in language of the very early Qing 
records (in both the terms and the script used), which intensified after 1629 when 
Hungtaiji formally established a Literature Office 文館. This office was staffed to a 
greater extent than its functional predecessor by Chinese men of high literacy who had 
been captured and enslaved in various campaigns as early as 1621. The numbers of such 
men in Qing service increased after 1629 as Hungtaiji began raiding Chinese areas 
“inside the passes.” Mostly minor degree holders who had seen few prospects for 
bureaucratic careers under the Ming and had suffered the hardships of captivity and the 
degradations of enslavement, the earliest Qing “literary officials” 文官 (such as Fan 

Wencheng 范文程, Li Xifeng 李栖鳳, and Ma Mingpei 馬鳴佩) were grateful to 
Hungtaiji for the opportunity to elevate themselves. They served very well Hungtaiji’s 
desire to place his regime on institutional and ideological footings more appropriate for 
the management of a large, mainly agrarian, socioeconomic order.xxxix Besides playing a 
crucial role in the early adaptation of Ming governmental institutions (such as the Six 
Ministries) to Qing use, they also were instrumental in changing the language of 
leadership from that of effectiveness in offensive warfare to that of “nurturing the people” 
養民/人.xl

The literary officials also were essential to Hungtaiji as he faced more formidable 
military targets and mounted campaigns that might be long, arduous, and lacking imme-
diate spoils for his soldiers and the Banner leadership. He saw the need to educate his 
followers in more abstract concepts such as Chinese-style “righteous principles” 義理 

and “exhausting one’s loyalty” 盡忠 to state and ruler.

 The legacy of respecting potency in attack and the newer value of caring for 
subject peoples became combined in the claim—appropriate to both Manchu and Chinese 
ears and advanced very effectively from 1644 onward—that the Qing had saved the 
people by exterminating the roving rebels. 

xli After about 1631, this sort of 
ideological vocabulary increases steadily in Qing official documents. Hungtaiji’s desire to 
learn more about Chinese institutions and political values necessitated much trans-lation 
of Chinese writings into Manchu. It certainly lay behind his 1629 establishment of the 
Literature Office in two sections—one for handling the current flow of official documents 
and one for translation into Manchu of such Chinese institutional, historical, and 
philosophical works as the Collected Statutes of the Great Ming 大明會 典, the 

Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in Governance 資治通鑒, the Mencius 孟子, and, most 

popular, the Records of the Three Kingdoms 三國志.xlii

According to the tradition of the grand khan, to which Nurhaci had subscribed, the 
right to rulership was proven not only in successfully leading a people in external military 

 It probably also was related to 
his order of 1632 that the Manchu writing system (developed under Nurhaci beginning in 
1599) be refined. 
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exploits; it had to be first proven and often subsequently confirmed through struggles 
against internal rivals (usually close male relatives such as uncles, brothers, even sons) 
among the nobility of the tribal group—a process called tanistry.xliii Since this was an 
accepted practice, and indeed was a part of legitimation, the Old Manchu Records un-
abashedly record instances in which Nurhaci decisively eliminated both a full-blooded 
younger brother and his own eldest son for insubordination.xliv Such passages later were 
altered or omitted in Qing official compilations. Interestingly, Michael Weiers has called 
attention to Nurhaci’s explicit instructions, preserved in the “original” Old Manchu Rec-
ords, that he be succeeded not by one of his eight sons as grand khan (assuming a struggle 
among them and tyranny by the victor) but by a conciliar body composed of his sons, who 
were to appoint a sort of commissioned “ruler.” Weiers shows how those instructions 
were obscured in the shilu 實錄 of Nurhaci’s reign compiled under the son who in fact 
did succeed him, Hungtaiji, and how they had completely disappeared from official 
records of Nurhaci’s reign by the latter part of the eighteenth century.xlv

As Joseph Fletcher pointed out, the conversion of a grand khanship into the emper-
orship of a bureaucratic empire was a lengthy process, often taking several generations 
marked by deadly succession conflicts, before selection could be subordinated to regular 
procedures in which the ruler had no active role.

xlvii

 

xlvi In the case of the Qing dynasty, this 
transition took a century, until the Yongzheng reign. Throughout that time, the accom-
panying process of revising the Old Manchu Records and compiling and revising the 
early emperors’ shilu in part involved suppressing and disguising the evidence of tanistry 
in order to better meet Chinese ideals of leadership by means of superior moral-ethical 
qualities. Concurrently (and most drastically in the Kangxi reign period), many records of 
matters that would appear ruthless, crude, and unseemly—in short, barbaric—in Chinese 
eyes were expunged from or “polished” out of the early shilu to make it seem that the 
Manchus had been respectable all along in civilized company.  

More puzzling than this is an overall difference in the constitution of the record of 
the Ming-Qing conflict, regardless of phase in time and apart from the obviously 
divergent political allegiances of the writers, between the Ming and Qing sides. Besides 
collections of memorials, we find a great many highly disputatious writings—letters, 
arguments, narratives, memoirs, and so on—by Ming officials who were directly involved 
in affairs, even though the causes they served were losing ones and many of them did not 
live long beyond the last pen stroke. On the Qing side, in stark contrast, we find nothing 
of this sort; the record overwhelmingly is governmental. I know of not one Qing official 
who wrote an account, apart from his official paperwork, of conquest events in which he 
participated directly. This conundrum I have addressed before, questioning all the 
explanations that easily come to mind—such as the supposed lower literacy of early-Qing 
officials or their supposed silence-inducing guilt over carrying out the conquest. 

One might suggest that participants in the Ming resistance, and their progeny, had 
more reason to feel that if private records were not preserved, then important parts of 
the history of the conquest would be lost. This probably is true. However, it does not 
adequately explain the great dearth of private writings by Qing officials directly in-
volved in events of the conquest. They also observed many things of note which they 
could not presume would be recorded later in the official history of their time.…  
[I]s it credible that Qing officials simply were too busy winning the contest to write, 
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when their Ming adversaries surely were just as busy, more desperately so, losing the 
contest, but still managed to write a good deal?xlviii 

Subsequent research has reinforced my earlier finding: until the end of major hostil- 
ities in mainland China, the only firsthand records by individual Qing officials are a few 
collections of memorials and other official correspondence that appear to have been gath-
ered together out of bureaucratic necessity—usually judicial or other evaluative proceed-
ings in which the author needed to document his official actions during a certain period of 
service.

 

xlix In 1659, the Southern Ming Yongli court was forced out of Yunnan into 
Burma, and in 1661 Zheng Chenggong was forced to move to Taiwan. These events 
perhaps rendered the Ming-Qing conflict a matter of history rather than current events in 
the minds of the Qing leadership. For about 1660 a wave of secondary inquiry begins on 
the part of Qing officials (see chap. II), and two primary narratives appear, both of them 
by men who apparently were personal aides to Wu Sangui, the leader of the Yunnan 
campaign.l But Qing officials who continued to deal with peripheral hostilities after 1660 
left only memorials, official reports, public announcements, and such—compiled in the 
1680s and 1690s by progeny or posthumous admirers.li

As for officials and nonofficials in general, any distinction between the conscious-
nesses of these two groups is bound to be less than absolute in the cases of persons who 
were intimately related to or who associated closely with officials, but who themselves 
never held official position. For instance, the progeny of officials might evince sensibil-
ities more characteristic of the high political elite or the merely educated, respectable 
social stratum, depending on their upbringing and their circumstances during the conquest 
period. Also, holders of only the lowest civil service degrees are apt to go either way in 
this respect, depending on how closely they consorted with nationally known political 
leaders. But, surveying the spectrum, a divergence is readily visible between accounts by 
those who did and those who did not hold civil service posts, and the point of that 
divergence lies in the sense of responsibility. 

 Until some clarifying rule or 
statement is found in early Qing governmental records, I can only surmise that, consonant 
with the strict discipline expected of its servitors by the early Qing state, Qing officials 
were constrained—formally or informally—from commenting outside official channels 
on the business of conquest until that business was considered virtually complete. 

Nonofficials place much importance on the responsibility of family members to pro-
tect and stand by one another in crises. When this proved unavailing and loved ones were 
killed or died, the anguish seemed to become a motivating force behind the writing.  
Kang Shijue, for instance, was eighty years old when he wrote of how he, as a young man 
of just sixteen or seventeen, managed to survive the defeat of General Liu Ting’s 劉綎 
army at Sarhu in 1619. After a whole lifetime had passed, he still was careful to explain 
precisely why he had been unable to bury the remains of his father, who was killed in that 
action (see I.A.8). And, in a famous narrative of the massacre of Yangzhou in 1645, 
Wang Xiuchu’s despair at being the only one among his brothers to have escaped death is 
as palpable as the suggestion that both he and his wife survived because of her virtuous 
conduct under duress (see I.D.20). 

Though guilt over the larger state of affairs or course of events is characteristically 
absent from accounts by nonofficials, “survivor guilt” is much in evidence. Regardless of 
what else may be retold, how the author himself survived is recounted with exactitude, 
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sometimes in a repetitive pattern along the lines of “that was the first/second/third/ trial I 
got through.” And the author’s survival, or obversely the demise of others, usually is at-
tributed to the working of some supernatural or transcendent religio-ethical power. For 
instance, the merchant Wang Hui escapes the massacre of Xiangtan and survives the 
pestilence that follows by heeding the advice of a Daoist priest who came to him in a 
dream and by praying to a diety or dieties of disease (see I.G.10). An old man who lived 
through the rapine at Changshu says that the ill fates of others were determined by the bad 
deeds of their ancestors (see I.D.6). And the account by artist Huang Xiangjian of his trek 
across China to fetch his parents home from Yunnan implies that their survival was due 
to his father’s Confucian propriety and Buddhist piety and that his own success was due 
to his dauntless filiality (see I.G.4). 

Another notable example is the Yusheng lu by the grandson, Zhang Maozi, of loyalist 
minister Zhang Kentang. Then a young man of about seventeen who had lost his father at 
age eleven, Maozi is ordered by his grandfather to remain alive and carry on the lineage 
while all others in the family commit suicide during the sanguinary Qing extirpa-tion of a 
Ming resistance stronghold on Zhou Island. Though unable to disobey this command, 
Maozi is uncomfortable with it. Repeatedly, as he faces death in several miserable ways, 
he says to himself: “It would have been better to die at the side of my grandfather and 
mother.” But each time something completely unexpected happens to save him. Even-
tually, when the Qing authorities release him from prison and allow him to bear his 
grandfather’s ashes back to their ancestral home, Maozi is convinced that he was destined 
to survive in order to carry out this filial duty (see I.F.20). 

In this case, we can see the descendant of an official exhibiting the familial values 
common to the educated stratum, while his grandfather, a high-ranking official, considers 
it a point of honor to sacrifice not only himself but (almost) his whole family out of duty 
to the state. Men like Zhang Kentang felt deep responsibility for the course of major 
events—the continuation or extinction of the dynasty, the preservation or destruction of a 
city, the success or failure of a crucial campaign, the maintenance or loss of a sense of 
cohesion and common cause in their home region or jurisdiction, and so on. For instance, 
the county magistrates of Gaomi and Weixian in Shandong, He Ping and Zhou Liang-
gong, respectively, are clearly moved by the valiant response of citizens to their lead-
ership in defending the county seats against raiding Manchu armies (see I.B.5 and I.B.11). 
In some cases the sense of burden and the exhilaration of such leadership respon-sibility 
are expressed with allusions to analogous situations recorded in the classics and great 
histories. For instance, Huang Daozhou, giving his all in an attempt to broaden and secure 
the stance of the Longwu court, makes numerous references to the restoration of the Han 
dynasty by Liu Xiu 劉秀, the Guangwu Emperor 光武帝 (r. 25–57), and to those who 
sacrificed themselves for that cause (see I.E.4). One also finds a great deal of self-
defense, and defense of relatives and close associates, in official accounts—for instance, 
in the especially controversial Liaodong theater, Wang Zaijin’s attempt to justify his 
rejected policies and his service record in the Sanchao Liaoshi shilu (I.A.31) and Mao 
Yuanyi’s equally energetic portrayal of the achievements of his immediate superior, 
Wang Zaijin’s nemesis Sun Chengzong, in the Dushi jilue (I.A.15). And Minister of 
Revenues Bi Ziyan is determined to show, in the Liaobian huiyi shimo (I.A.25), that, 
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although his brother Bi Zisu committed suicide in self-reproach over a mutiny in the 
Ningyuan Guard, fault for the incident did not lay with him. 

Success and failure in such works by officials are seen agonistically, as matters of 
correct or incorrect performance on the part of individual representatives of an honor-
bound, service-obligated class. This disposition was exacerbated by the severe polar-
ization of factional politics that developed in the middle Wanli reign and continued, with 
sometimes deadly permutations, all the way through the Hongguang period. This 
polarization—between the “pure element” 清流 or “righteous officials” 義臣, on one 

hand, and the “eunuch clique” 閹黨 or “pernicious officials” 逆臣 on the other—I have 
previously discussed in terms of differential tolerances of human weakness, pointing out 
that the former “had a clear edge in rhetoric, the latter in practice.”lii

A characteristic of writings by individual officials, thus, is faultfinding. And fault 
always is found somewhere away from the author’s own sphere of control. Breast-beating 
on the part of some Ming civil officials over their lack of experience in military affairs 
did not, for instance, hinder them from joining others in laying heavy blame on the 
military nobles and generals in the tactical military service for perfidies such as arro-
gance, cowardice, disobedience, and disloyalty. We do not see this on the Qing side.  But 
the case of Han Chinese Bannerman Qin Shizhen, who apparently compiled his 
memorials from his term as governor of Zhejiang (I.F.2) in connection with a bombastic 
dispute over naval preparedness with the Manchu viceroy of Zhejiang and Fujian, 
Tungdai, gives us one good view of a serious kind of tension in the Qing ranks that 
probably is masked in government-compiled records. 

 Because of their 
rhetorical advantage, writings on the Ming-Qing conflict by the “righteous” (see, e.g., 
memorials by Wei Dazhong [I.A.3], Liu Zongzhou [I.C.14], and Jin Bao [I.H.10]) 
probably always greatly outnumbered ones by their adversaries; any who tried to 
articulate a middle ground were promptly rebutted (see I.C.26). And, for reasons to be 
discussed in chapter II, they also held the advantage in transmission. 

Other tensions appear in seventeenth-century Chinese governance when we map out 
the points from which and to which complaint was directed. Officials in the central min-
istries were frustrated at what they perceived to be ignorance of or disregard for proper 
procedures on the part of officials lower in the hierarchy—Minister of War Yang Sichang 
is a good example (see I.B.16). Yang was concerned to reduce confusion and dysfunc-
tion, whereas Minister of Rites Guan Shaoning was more concerned about loss of an 
essential part of the Ming dynastic identity if ceremonies, formalities, and established 
procedures, including review of candidates’ qualifications for office, were not strictly 
maintained—all the more so under threats to the dynasty’s existence (see I.C.5). Offi-cials 
in the field, conversely, often felt that the paper shufflers at court did not understand 
conditions in the conflict zones nor did they appreciate the needs of those who served 
there for timely delivery of supplies and other materials, for flexibility in taking measures 
and employing men to get the job done, and for trust in their ability to make strategic 
decisions as field conditions dictated. The Kaiyuan Guard, the importance of which Feng 
Yuan explains elaborately in the Kaiyuan tushuo (I.A.24), was remote from the capital. 
But in the Qinglin xie (I.C.20) Ying Tingji shows a similar frustration with the unrealistic 
perspective of court officials in Nanjing, just across the Yangzi River from the defense 
commands that he sought to coordinate. And at both ends of this mutual disdain between 
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court and front line we find dissatisfaction with communications, the field officials and 
commanders feeling that their urgent appeals simply disappeared into some central-
bureaucratic black hole, while those in the capital ministries chafed at the field officers’ 
failure to provide them with sufficient information or intelligence on the enemy to make 
sound decisions (see, especially, the Zoudu of Ling Yiqu [I.A.38]). In other words, the 
record shows us large military bureaucracies under stress and, in the Ming case, even-
tually under disintegration. 

Another inner-outer difference of perspective, especially apparent in the Southern 
Ming regimes, was that between officials who served very close to the persons of the em-
perors and those who did not. The former tended to give sympathetic portrayals of their 
monarchs and to refrain from harsh criticism of the strongmen who, in fact, enabled that 
monarch to attain or remain in his position. Li Qing, for instance, who handled court doc-
uments for the Hongguang emperor, gives us a humane portrait of him in the Sanyuan biji 
(I.C.22), stressing his good-hearted, naive sincerity, while others who did not serve at 
court were willing to believe and pass on allegations of lasciviousness, debauchery, crass 
indifference, and cowardice (see, e.g., Lu Qi’s Xianyan [in entry I.C.30]). Chen Yanyi, 
the official historian to the Longwu emperor, did not find it difficult to see him as ener-
getically diligent rather than ineffectually headstrong. And Chen carefully avoided 
criticizing the leaders in the Zheng organization, whose military means gave them de 
facto control over the fate of the Longwu court and who drew much resentful comment 
from others (see, e.g., Qian Chengzhi, Longwu jinian [I.E.8]). The young eunuch Yang 
Deze, who served the Yongli imperial party, remembers the Yongli emperor not as 
timidly puerile but as kind, dignified, decisive, and self-sacrificially perseverant. He does 
not even specifically mention in his memoir, the Yang jian biji (I.J.7), Chief Minister Ma 
Jixiang 馬吉翔, whose monopolization of the affairs of the imperial party is bitterly 
alleged by others who were not positioned so near the emperor (in particular, see Deng 
Kai, Yeshi lu [I.J.8]). The relative outsiders frequently betray suspicion of men with 
access to the emperor’s person, at minimum charging them with petty obstruction but also 
condemning their morals, assigning vicious, power-grabbing motives to their every 
action, and seeing top-level conspiracy in all sorts of developments (the Hongguang shilu 
chao [I.C.10] and Wen Bing’s Jiayi shian [I.C.11] are serviceable examples here). 

Contentious as they were, at least these Ming officials argued within a common 
frame of reference, their different perspectives and opinions notwithstanding. Others—
Han-Chinese Qing officials to some extent but more so commoners and Manchus—did 
not even share that frame of reference. Such is the multivocality of the primary record of 
the Ming-Qing conflict, the cacophony of which could not long be tolerated if the people 
who found themselves still alive in China in the latter half of the seventeenth century 
wished to go on living in a single country and make it functional again. 

 

NOTES 
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Qi 高啟, Qingqiu shiji 青丘詩集; Ye Ziqi 葉子奇, Caomuzi 草木子; Tao Zongyi 陶宗
儀, Chuogeng lu 輟耕錄; Song Lian 宋濂, Song xueshi quanji 宋學士全集 and Song 
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Jinglian weike ji 宋景濂未刻集; Zhang Dan 張紞, Yunnan jiwu chaohuang 雲南機務
鈔黃; He Chongzu 何崇祖, Lujiang Heshi jiaji 廬江何氏家記; Liu Ji 劉佶, Beixun siji 
北巡私記; Wang Yi 王祎, Xu Zhizhai ji 續志齋集 and Zaobang xunxian lulue 造邦勳
賢錄略; Changgu Zhenyi 長谷真逸 [Zhang Yi 張翼], Nongtian yuhua 農田餘話; Xu 
Mianzhi 徐勉之, Bao Yue lu 保越錄; Yao Tongshou 姚桐壽, Lejiao siyu 樂郊私語; 
Lin Bi 林弼, Dengzhou Lin xiansheng ji 登州林先生集; Huang Biao 黃標, Ping Xia lu 
平夏錄. 

2. See Lavely et al. 1990: 816; and Ho Ping-ti 1959: 10. 

3. Comp. Zhang Xiumin and Wang Huian (1957). The “Zhizhun banxing zhaoshu” 旨
准頒行詔書 section is counted as one title, the approximate equivalent of one collection 
of public documents from the Hongguang or Longwu court. The “Wenshu” 文書 and 
“Zhuwang zishu” 諸王自述 are considered to be archival materials or government pub-
lications and thus are not counted. My numbers, hence, derive mainly from the “Yiban 
jizai” 一般記載 and “Difang jizai” 地方記載 sections. Only confirmedly extant works 
are counted. Apart from the compilers’ brief notes, I am unable to judge the quality of 
these Taiping-related works, so my selection probably is looser than for Ming-to-Qing 
works. 

4. Here I am adopting the reduced estimate suggested in Skinner 1987: 75. 

5. This was Ji Liuqi from Wuxi 無錫 Co., Changzhou 常州 Pref., author of the 
Mingji beilue and Mingji nanlue (II.26). See also chapter II, pp. 33–34. 

6. In spite of vaunted increases in publishing during the Song dynasty (Cherniak 1994), 
the surviving record of the Yuan conquest is meager. Besides the (apparently expurgated) 
collected works of Wen Tianxiang 文天祥 (1236–1283), there is scarcely any primary 
record to speak of (Jay 1990). 

7. Linian ji (I.D.13.b), p. 55. Ōki confirms that the storybook mentioned here was 
printed (1991: 136). 

8. “General Discussion” 凡論 prefatory to the Jiashen hezhen lue (I.B.6). 

9. The officially copied and transmitted documents were variously called dibao, di-
chao 鈔, gechao 閣, kechao 科, chumu 除目, chaobao 朝, jingbao 京, and yibao 驛.  
“Jingbao” became standard only in the middle-Qing period. The matter is complicated 
even more by the circumstance that unofficial or semiofficial excerpts from the official 
dibao, circulated publicly, were referred to by a similar range of terms, the public news-
sheets having added mastheads only from the Tongzhi reign onward (Fang Hanqi 1992: 
207). Because the officials in charge of initiating the process of transmitting dibao to the 
provinces were the capital-based titangguan 提搪/塘官, some have confused tangbao 搪
/塘報 with dibao. The former were something completely different—upward reports by 
officials in the field, usually military officials reporting on fairly urgent military matters, 
to their superiors in the hierarchy of authority or command (as distinct from memorials 
奏 to the throne). See Su Tongbing 1970: 62–66; Hagiwara 1968; Ma Chujian 1986; and 
Yin Yungong 1990: chap. 3, pts. 1–3. 

10. For an analysis of Ming-period content, see Yin Yungong 1990: chap. 2, pt. 2. 
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11. Fang Hanqi 1992: 63–94. 

12. Ibid., chap. 5, pt. 1; Yin Yungong 1990: chap. 2, pt. 5. At least some parts of di-
bao had been printed since Song times. This continued in the Ming and Qing periods, the 
printed portions increasing over time as the contents became more controlled. But, 
especially during the Ming, hand copying remained common because of the basically 
decentralized process by which agents of the various receiving offices selected from and 
often condensed the available documents according to their own perceptions of their 
offices’ interests and needs. This mitigated against mass printing of uniform copies, 
which was more characteristic of the private, commercial news-sheets that the dibao 
system spawned. 

13. Fang Hanqi 1992: 99–111, 137–40. 

14. Ibid.: 151–53, 169–70. 

15. Ibid.: 174–75. 

16. Yin Yungong 1990: 84; Su Tongbing 1970: 48–66. 

17. Qian Yiben 錢一本, Wanli dichao 萬曆邸鈔 (for the most thorough study, see 
Ono 1981); Xu Chongxi 許重熙, Jiajing yilai zhulue 嘉靖以來注略; Shen Guoyuan 沈
國元, Liangchao congxin lu 兩朝從信錄; Wu Yingji 吳應箕, Qi-zhen liangchao bofu lu 
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Yan Jiheng, Jiushijiu chou (I.A.23); Jin Risheng, Songtian lubi (see I.A.39); Huang 
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19. Fang Hanqi 1992: 141–43, 187–88. 
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24. Ocko 1973: 46. 
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1985. 
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